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In a warm cave deep in the Emerald forest of Enchandelle lived a family of dragons. The 
smallest dragon’s name was Jill. She was a fun, red dragon with bright orange markings, 
and she loved her cozy home. 
  
Jill lived with a Papa dragon, a Mama dragon, a two big brother dragons named Timothy, 
and Oliver. 

Jill, Oliver, and Timothy loved to explore the forest, and they especially loved cliff diving. It 
was so exciting to take a running leap off the edge of a cliff, and dive into the lake below! 



 

One day when the three dragons were getting ready to go outside, Mama dragon called their names. “I 
need you to help in the kitchen before you go out to play!” Mama said. 

They hurried into the kitchen to see what they could help with. It was fun to help in the kitchen. Jill’s favourite 
thing to do was decorate cookies! Maybe they could do that today! 

“What do you need help with, Mama?” Oliver asked. 

“I’m planning to either make pizza or tacos for lunch.” Mama dragon replied. “Papa dragon and I have to fly 
over to your Auntie Lotty’s house right away! She has injured her wing and needs help flying to the Healing 
Fairy’s house to have it mended.”  

She went on. “You three can choose to make tacos or pizza, and then follow the recipe out of the recipe box! 
Timothy and Oliver have made both of these meals before so they can let you know what to help with, Jill 
dear.” Mama dragon said, and then she and Papa blew them all kisses and flew out the door.  

“Oh yum!” Timothy cheered. “Tacos are my faaaa-vourite!” and he pulled the tacos recipe out of the box, 
and began to gather the spices the recipe called for.  

Oliver hurried to see the other recipe. “Tacos are good, but pizza is even better!” he told Timothy, and he 
began to pull out the ingredients for the pizza crust.  

“Hey, wait now!” Jill said, looking from one dragon brother to the other. “We need to decide which lunch to 
make before we begin, don’t we?”  

“We did!” Timothy replied, mixing spices and hamburger meat together in a pan. “We are having tacos! 
That’s a real dragon food. It’ll make your flames twice as hot when you roar!” 



“Not a chance!” Oliver replied. “Pizza has such crispy crust that it’ll make your dragon teeth twice as 
sharp when you eat it! I’m making the pizza crust!” And he threw all the ingredients into a bowl and 
stirred.  

“But…” Jill tried to speak, but no one listened. 

“Oh piffle!” Timthy declared, chopping tomatoes for the tacos with a flourish. “Tacos rule!” 

“Hogwash!” Oliver shot back, shredding the cheese for the pizza with his claws.  

“Fiery tacos!” Timothy cheered, now ripping up spinach to add to his tacos. 

“Crispy pizza!” Oliver said from behind a bowl where he whisked up the ingredients for pizza sauce. 

“Tacos!” 

“Pizzaaaaa!” 

“TWEEEEET!”  

A piercing whistle made the dragon brothers stop arguing, and they looked up in surprise. Jill 
stood between them on the table with her hands on her hips.  

“Well this is a fine mess you two have created!” She glowered at them. “Crust and cheese for 
pizza on this counter”, she gestured to her right, “and meat, tomatoes, and spinach for tacos on 

this counter!” she pointed to her left. “Now what are we supposed to do? Make taco pizza?”  

Oliver and Timothy glanced around; cheese piled high, taco meat frying, and they both gulped. 



 
“Well…” Timothy began, and then he fell silent. He didn’t know what they should do. 

“It seems…” Oliver offered, then trailed off, as he didn’t know what should be done either. 

“Well, it seems that there was a lot of talking going on and not much listening!” Jill told them. “Mama said I 
should listen to you two but I think you’d better listen to me instead. I guess taco pizza it will have to be!”  

“Yikes!” Timothy said with a grimace, and Oliver looked around the kitchen trying to think of another plan, but 
there was none. Taco pizza was the only option. 

So together the three dragons flattened out the pizza crust, spread on sauce, added the meat, the cheese, the 
tomatoes and spinach. Then they put it over the fire to bake. Soon the whole room smelled of delicious fiery 
tacos and crispy pizza crust.  

The pizza finished baking just as Papa dragon and Mama dragon arrived back. “We got Auntie Lotty’s wing 
mended!” Papa announced happily, then sniffed the air. “It smells good in here!” he said. 

“I see you chose…” Mama dragon began, then she trailed off. “Hmm… is it tacos or is it pizza? It smells like 
both!”  

Then Mama dragon spotted the taco pizza sitting on the counter and her eyebrows shot straight up. “Is that… 
taco pizza?”  

Oliver and Timothy both nodded sheepishly, as Jill sliced the pizza. Then she handed Papa dragon the first slice. 

Papa dragon took a hesitant, tiny bite first, then a big bite. “This is delicious! It’s absolutely amazing!” he 
announced. “It has crispy crust that will make your teeth sharp, and fiery taco flavour that will put some heat in 
your fire!”  



 
“Wonderful idea!” Mama dragon agreed, munching a piece as well. 
“How clever! How did you think of it?” she asked. 

“Er…” Oliver stammered. 

“Um…” Timothy began. 

Then Jill spoke. “I guess it came down to teamwork! We couldn’t 
have made it without everyone doing their part!” 

Papa dragon declared it was the best pizza he had ever eaten, and 
Mama dragon nodded in agreement. “I can tidy up the kitchen since 
you worked so hard in making lunch!” she told them. “You three go 
out to play!” 

Cheering, Timothy, Oliver, and Jill ran outside to go cliff diving. 

Hey kids! 
You can get Jill’s recipe for taco pizza here and make 

it at your house! 

http://www.tinytummytales.com/taco-pizza/
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